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Clustering, Order, and Collapse in a Driven Granular Monolayer
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Steady state dynamics of clustering, long-range order, and inelastic collapse are experimen
observed in vertically shaken granular monolayers. At large vibration amplitudes, particle correlat
show only short-range order like equilibrium 2D hard sphere gases. Lowering the amplitude “co
the system, resulting in a dramatic increase in correlations leading to either clustering or an ord
state. Further cooling forms a collapse: a condensate of motionless balls coexisting with a
dense gas. Measured velocity distributions are non-Gaussian, showing nearly exponential
[S0031-9007(98)07625-X]
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Granular systems exhibit static and dynamic disord
[1], inviting a statistical description. Results of equilib
rium statistical mechanics are not directly applicable
excited granular systems, however, due to the large d
sipation during collisions. In particular, the phenomen
of clustering and collapse in a freely cooling, initially ho
mogeneous granular medium are examples of nonunifo
energy distributions arising from instabilities in the collec
tive motion as energy is lost through interparticle collision
[2–5]. The instabilities lead to clusters, regions of hig
particle density and increased dissipation rate. The cont
ued dissipation of energy in the freely cooling case event
ally leads to inelastic collapse, where two or more particl
lose all relative motion [3]. By contrast, in an isochoric
equilibrium elastic hard disk system particle correlation
do not increase as the temperature is decreased [6].

Recent work has extended the theoretical analysis
driven systems [7–12]. The driven granular medium
reaches a steady state, where the energy lost throu
collisions is equal to the amount added externally. By d
creasing the rate of energy input, the system may be slow
cooled, maintaining the dynamics near the steady sta
In this letter, we describe measurements of a large num
(8000–14 500) of spherical particles on a verticall
shaken, smooth horizontal plate. Unlike recent investig
tions of thin vertical granular layers [13,14] and a thin hor
zontal layer driven from one side [15], there are no larg
scale density gradients in this system, allowing for preci
measurements of the steady state statistical properties.

The particles used in this experiment are uniform 1 m
diameter stainless steel balls [16] which constitute le
than one layer coverage on a 20 cm diameter aluminu
plate. As long as the shaking amplitude is not too larg
the particles cannot hop over one another and the mot
is effectively two dimensional (2D); the energy imparte
to the vertical component of the velocity by the plat
is converted into horizontal motion through the particle
particle collisions. The coefficients of restitution in this
investigation are about 0.9 [17].

In these experiments, the particle-particle collision ra
is on the order of the shaking frequencyv. The inter-
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particle collisions destroy the delicate coherence nec
sary for the intermittancy observed in the single sphe
problem [18]. Unlike thick granular layers, where th
collision rate is much higher than the shaking frequen
[19], particle-plate collisions are observed throughout t
plate oscillation cycle. For a vertical displacement
the shaking plate,zstd  A sinsvtd, the dimensionless ac-
celeration may be defined asG ; Av2yg, where g is
the acceleration due to gravity. The acceleration is u
form across the plate to within0.2%. As the system is
nearly 2D, cameras placed above the plate can capture
horizontal dynamics of any particle in the system. A hig
resolution camera is used to measure spatial correlati
in the monolayer [20] and a high speed camera to obt
particle velocities between collisions [21].

The motion is begun by shaking the plate at an acc
eration where all of the particles are in motion in th
gaslike phase, typicallyG  1.25. The gas is charac-
terized by an apparently random distribution of partic
positions and velocities. Figure 1(a) is an instantaneo
image of the gas for a population of 8000 particles (fi
ing fractionr  0.463 [16]) at G  1.01 at a frequency
of n  vys2pd  70 Hz. The bright spots are reflec
tions on top of the particles; the particle diameter is
little more than twice the diameter of a bright spot in th
instantaneous images. Figure 1(b) is a time-averaged
ture of 15 frames taken over a period of 1 s, and sho
the lack of any stable structure [22].

As the acceleration amplitude is slowly decreased
constant frequency), the average kinetic energy of t
particles decreases, and localized transient clusters of l
velocity particles appear. The clusters break up ove
time scale of 1–20 s through interactions with high
velocity particles. Figure 1(c) is an instantaneous ima
when the acceleration is decreased toG  0.80. To
the eye, there is no significant difference from Fig. 1(a
however in the time-averaged image [Fig. 1(d)], brig
peaks are clearly evident, corresponding to low-veloc
particles that have remained relatively close to each ot
over the 1 s interval. These clusters typically extend tw
to three ball diameters.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4369
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FIG. 1. Instantaneous (left column) and time-averaged (rig
column) photographs detailing the different phases of t
granular monolayer. (a),(b) Uniform particle distribution
typical of the gas phase (G  1.01). (c) (G  0.8) Clusters
are visible as higher intensity points in a time-average
image (d) denoting slower, densely packed particles. (e)
portion of a collapse (G  0.76). (f ) The time-averaged
image shows that the particles in the collapse are station
while the surrounding gas particles continue to move. (g),(
In a more dense system, there is an ordered phase where a
the particles remain in motion.

As the acceleration amplitude is further decreased
G  0.76, the typical cluster size increases to 12–1
particles. Within a few minutes at this acceleration, on
of these large clusters will become a nucleation poi
for a collapse [23]: a condensate of particles that com
to rest on the plate while in contact with each othe
The collapse reaches a steady state after several minu
4370
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typically forming an “island” completely surrounded by
coexisting gas. Figure 1(e) is an instantaneous imag
part of a typical collapse. The particles in the close pack
lattice remain inconstantcontact with each other and th
plate. A similar crystalline structure has been observed
multilayered system under horizontal shaking [24]; simi
phase separation has been seen in numerical simula
[7,8]. The time-averaged image in Fig. 1(f ) demonstra
that the particles in the collapse are stationary, while
particles in the coexisting gas phase are in constant mot
The two-phase coexistence persists essentially unchan
for as long as the driving is maintained.

At higher densities (increased filling fractions), in
stead of a transition directly from clustering behavior
collapse, there is an intermediate phase with appa
long-range order. Unlike the collapse, the particl
do not come to rest, but fluctuate about sites arrang
on a hexagonal lattice. In addition, there is no pha
boundary; the ordered phase extends across the entire
Figures 1(g) and 1(h) show the behavior forN  14 500
(r  0.839) and a drive frequency of 90 Hz. Th
hexagonal lattice is apparent in Fig. 1(g), although th
is considerable positional disorder and one vacancy. T
disorder is almost completely absent in the time-avera
image [Fig. 1(h)], demonstrating that the particles flu
tuate about the sites on a regular lattice. The motion
visually similar to that seen in colloids [25].

Figure 2 is a “phase” diagram for two different den
sities. The filled circles show the accelerationG for
which collapse forms as the gas is cooled as a funct
of frequency. The system is hysteretic: Once the c
lapse nucleates, the driving amplitude must be increa
a small amount, indicated by open circles in part (a)
N  8000, in order to return all of the particles to the ga
phase. In part (b), results forN  14 500 are shown (for
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FIG. 2. The phase diagrams for (a)N  8000 particles
and (b) N  14 500 particles. The filled circles denote th
acceleration where the collapse nucleates. The open cir
in (a) indicate the point where the collapse disappears u
increasing the acceleration. The diamonds in (b) show
transition to the ordered state as the acceleration is reduced
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clarity, the evaporation line is not shown). For frequen
cies below 70 Hz, the cooling gas undergoes a transit
to a collapse directly from a disordered phase. At fr
quencies above 70 Hz, the medium first undergoes a tr
sition to an ordered state [Figs. 1(g) and 1(h)], indicate
by the diamonds, and upon further cooling undergo
another transition to a collapse and coexisting gasli
phase. Both the ordered and the collapsed phases ca
identified by eye.

The nature of the correlations in the gas phase is mo
subtle than in the collapsed or ordered phases but c
be quantified. Particle positions, determined from hig
resolution pictures [20], are used to calculate the partic
particle correlation function,Gsrd  krs0drsrdlykrl2,
where r is the particle density. In a hard spher
equilibrium gas,Gsrd shows no significant correlations
beyond one particle diameter. The correlations are d
only to geometric factors of excluded volume and a
independent of temperature [6].

The solid line in Fig. 3 showsGsrd from a Monte Carlo
calculation of a 2D gas of elastic hard disks in equilibrium
for a density of 0.463 [26]. The experimentally measure
correlation function in the gaslike phase (G  0.892, n 
70 Hz), shown by the open circles, is almost identical
the equilibrium result. There are no free parameters
Fig. 3. The remarkable agreement clearly demonstra
that the structure in the correlation function of the gaslik
phase is dominated by excluded volume effects. A
the granular medium is cooled, the correlations gro
significantly. This is evident from the data for an
acceleration ofG  0.774 (0.5% above the acceleration
where collapse forms), shown as filled diamonds
Fig. 3. The increased correlations indicate that there a
nonuniform density distributions in the medium: region
of high density that, due to the closed nature of th
system, imply regions of low density.
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FIG. 3. Density-density correlation measurements of th
granular medium. The measured correlations are compa
to the result from an equilibrium hard sphere Monte Car
calculation [26].
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A crucial ingredient of a statistical approach needed
describe the dynamics in a granular system is the veloc
distribution, which may show nonequilibrium effects a
does the correlation function. Velocity distributions tha
obey Maxwell statistics have been used in the formulati
of many kinetic theories of granular systems and t
deviations due to inelasticity have been assumed sm
[2,4,5,9,12,27,28]. Recent results from simulations [7,1
and experiments [13,14] demonstrate deviations fro
Gaussian velocity distributions, but the experiments we
not able to resolve the functional form. With the use
a high speed camera [21], the particle velocities can
determined between collisions. Extensive measurem
of the velocity distributions in the plane of the granula
gas in our system demonstrates non-Gaussian behavio

Figure 4 shows that experimentally measured velo
ity probability distributions in the gas (circles), clusterin
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FIG. 4. Probability distribution function for a single compo
nent of the horizontal velocity on (a) linear and (b) log scale
The solid line is a Gaussian distribution. The data is (±)
G  1.01, (h) G  0.80, (e) G  0.76 for N  8000 and
n  75 Hz; (n) G  1.00 for N  14 500 and n  90 Hz.
The large population of low-speed particles is evident in (a
while (b) shows that the tails are approximately exponenti
The data is scaled byy0  s2y

2
2md1y2.
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(squares), ordered (diamonds) phases, and the gas ph
coexisting with a collapse (triangles) all deviate signifi
cantly from a Maxwellian distribution (solid line). The
distributions are scaled only by a characteristic velo
ity y0  s2y

2
2md1y2 proportional to the second moment o

the distributiony2m and approximately follow a universal
curve. As no asymmetry is observed, the distributions co
tain bothyx andyy data. The second moment of the distri
bution varied from 3.8 cmys in the gas phase (r  0.463,
G  1.01, n  75 Hz) to 1.5 cmys in the ordered phase
at high density (r  0.839, G  1.0, n  90 Hz). The
straight tails in Fig. 4(b) suggest an exponential veloci
distribution. This result is robust: data acquired for sin
sawtooth, and square acceleration waveforms all demo
strate velocity distributions which scale onto one curv
indicating that the horizontal dynamics are dominated b
particle-particle rather than particle-plate interactions.

The deviations from the Maxwell velocity distribution
may result from clustering in momentum space: Whe
the clusters form in real space they generate a loc
population of high-density, low-velocity particles [7].
The corresponding low-density populations are regio
of decreased dissipation that allow for high-velocit
particles. Thus, as seen in Fig. 4, the populations of low
and high-speed particles are higher than that expec
from a Maxwell distribution, and the intermediate velocit
population is less. It is interesting to note that at th
acceleration where the correlation function looks like th
of the equilibrium gas (Fig. 3, open circles), the velocit
distribution is strongly non-Gaussian. Future work wi
investigate the behavior of the velocity distribution a
higher accelerations and the cross correlation between
position and velocity distributions. A systematic pictur
of the microscopic statistics and the macroscopic phas
of this simple but rich system should provide a useful te
bed for theories of excited granular media.
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